CARBON AND OXYGEN LOOSH PRODUCTION REQUIRES THAT WE MAKE A QUANTUM LEAP IN CONSCIOUSNESS

THE BOOK, "FAR JOURNEYS" IS AN EXTREMELY IMPORTANT SPIRITUAL BOOK - THERE'S NO SUPPOSITION THEREIN - JUST FACTS. INCLUDING THE FACT OF LOOSH - PLEASE READ THE ATTACHED FIRST.

GETTING RID OF LOOSH IS OUR MAIN PROJECT THAT IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO MAKE THE QUANTUM LEAP OF CONSCIOUSNESS INTO LOVE AND JOY, ONLY. MEANING NOT ONE SINGLE THOUGHT OF BRAIN DAMAGE.

THE STORY OF THE DARK DUDES CONTROL OF HUMANS HAS TO BE PRESENTED AS A COMEDY - OTHERWISE IT IS MORE LOOSH PRODUCTION - JUST LISTENING TO AND KNOWING ABOUT THE SHIT THAT THEY HAVE DONE PRODUCES THE IDEAS WHICH ARE ANUS WITH LOOSH.

GETTING RID OF THE LOOSH IS GOING TO BE A BIT DIFFICULT - REQUIRES A CONCERTED EFFORT - IT IS VERY EMBEDDED IN OUR DNA

PLEASE THE 3-D CHEMICAL ROOT OF LIFE ON THIS PLANET ARE WATER AND THEN CARBON & OXYGEN WHICH DESTROY ONE ANOTHER. LOOSH PRODUCTION AT THE ROOT LEVEL AS MONROE FOUND - THIS WHOLE THING WAS WELL CONSTRUCTED FOR GOD'S PURPOSE - TO CREATE THE MOST ENJOYABLE BEINGS IN THE UNIVERSE - US HUMANS.

OUR SPIRIT WILL BECOME PERFECTED ("BE PURE OF THOUGHT") - THIS IS WHEN THE 2-D SPIRITUAL BODY OVER TAKES THE PHYSICAL BODY THERE WILL BE NO MORE POLARITY. THUS THE CARBON & OXYGEN STOP FIGHTING AND WILL LAST FOREVER. TRUTHFULLY, THE IMAGE OF US LASTS FOREVER ANYWAY – SOON OUR PHYSICAL BODIES WILL LAST FOREVER, ALSO.

DUE TO THIS CARBON / OXYGEN BATTLE - WE ARE FORCED TO MAKE THE QUANTUM LEAP TO ENLIGHTENMENT - OTHERWISE, WE'LL BE CONSTANTLY STUCK IN LOOSH AND DYING. I'M A BIT WEARY OF THAT SHIT - HOW ABOUT YOU?

ALSO, DUE TO THIS CHEMICAL ROOT OF LOOSH PRODUCTION - WE HAVE TO HAVE HELP IN THE FORM OF TECHNOLOGIES; A LARGE NUMBER OF DIVINE BEINGS; A COSMOLOGICAL EVENT OR ONE FUNDAMENTAL DIVINE BEING ("THE SECOND COMING"). OR ALL OF THE ABOVE.

WE HAVE THE TOOLS IMMEDIATELY IN OUR HANDS NOW TO DO THIS I.E. THE ENLIGHTENMENT TECHNOLOGY = ORGONE ENERGY, THE DOTTO RING, CAPACITANCE FIELDS (ala CIBA GEIGY), THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD (ala DAVID HUDSON), THE GERMAN'S WATER AND AT LEAST TWO OTHER ENLIGHTENMENT TECHNOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE AND HAVE BEEN TESTED. THEY DO WORK.

CONTROLLED LOVING CONDITIONS ARE REQUIRED - AN ASHRAM TYPE ENVIRONMENT. AS ONE IS MAKING THE TRANSITION TO LOVE THERE Comes A PERIOD OF VULNERABILITY THAT REQUIRES UNCONDITIONAL LOVING SUPPORT OF YOUR FELLOW MAN.

THERE HAVE BEEN A NUMBER OF ENLIGHTENED BEINGS CREATED JUST VIA MEDITATION IN MONASTERIES - THAT HAS NOT CHANGED THE PLANET. SO, QUITE SIMPLY, DUE TO THIS ROOT LOOSH PRODUCTION, THE ENTIRE PLANET HAS TO CHANGE.
THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED VIA AN EMP OF LOVE AND JOY. EMP - ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE. ONE MASSIVE WAVE BLOTS OUT ALL OTHERS. WE ALREADY KNOW HOW TO DO THAT USE AN EMP TO BLOW AWAY DARKNESS - SLIM SPURING HAS DONE THIS VIA TAKING POLLUTION OUT OF THE AIR IN MAJOR CITIES OVER NIGHT VIA AN EMP OF 2-D ENERGY USING NINE VOLT BATTERIES. AND ORGONE DOES IT WITHOUT ANY POWER INPUT.

2-D IS WAY MORE POWERFUL THAN 3-D

AN EMP OF 2-D LOVE IS FOUNDATIONAL AND WILL HAPPEN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER - THIS IS THE CHRIST / VISHNU SPIN ENERGY AT THE CENTER OF THE ANU - AND, IT REALLY LOOKS LIKE THE THE SHIVA / DESTRUCTION ENERGY IS GOING TO BE FORGOTTEN ABOUT - MAYBE BECOME A SOURCE OF JOKES.

THE AETHERS AND THE ANUs ARE MADE FROM LOVE - THUS, VIA ADDING PERFECTLY PURE ANUs OF THOUGHT & LIGHT (LIGHT, WHICH CONSCIOUSLY CHANGES SHAPE) VIA THINKING / IMAGINING, VIA TECHNOLOGY OR VIA TRAVELING THROUGH LOVE - ONE ASSIMILATES MORE AND MORE LOVE - UNTIL A SATURATION POINT IS REACHED AND THE SPIRITUAL BODY IS FORCED INTO THE NEXT QUANTUM - WE POP INTO ANOTHER Sized AETHERIC CELL (WE GROW IN LEAPS AND BOUNDS - SNICKER). FEELINGS EXPAND, ALSO.

ALL OF THIS IS AUTOMATIC DUE TO THE RULE - EVERYBODY AND EVERYTHING GOES BACK TO GOD EVENTUALLY. LOOSH, HOWEVER, HAS BEEN KEEPING US FOCUSED HERE – KARMA.

SO, OBVIOUSLY, SHE/GOD WANTS US TO REMAIN HUMAN, PRETTY MUCH AS WE ARE EXCEPT ENLIGHTENED. WE ARE A LOT OF FUN. http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/AMAZING_REVELATIONS-PROFOUND_STUFF.pdf

WE ALL HAVE TO CONSCIOUSLY DESIRE LOVE - WELL, FRANKLY, IT'S MOOT, THERE WILL BE A FOUNDATIONAL ENERGY CHANGE ALL DARKNESS WILL BE TRANSMUTED TO LOVE. THIS CAN BE DONE WITH HARDENED CRIMINALS - WHEN ALL OF THEIR DARKNESS LEAVES, THEY WILL BECOME CHILD LIKE.

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT THE CHANGE WILL BE GRADUAL - BUT, IS HAS ALSO BEEN SAID THAT IN FIVE YEARS THAT HUMANS WILL PROGRESS INTO GREATER REALMS OF EXISTENCE AND INFORMATION ASSIMILATION (AWARENESS) A MASSIVE TRANSITION. AND IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT THERE WILL BE AN EMP TYPE EVENT, SUCH AS A SECOND COMING. ONE WAY OR ANOTHER IT IS GOING TO HAPPEN.

OUT THERE IN THE SPIRITUAL 2-D REALMS, ALL OF THESE LITTLE BITS OF INFORMATION / EXPERIENCES ARE RECOGNIZED AS BEING LOVE QUANTUMS / ANUs

EVERYTHING IS SHARED TO THE MAXIMUM POSSIBLE EXTENT FOR THE LOVE & JOY OF IT.

THUS, MONEY WILL HAVE NO VALUE

FOUNDATIONAL INFO
A VERY IMPORTANT POINT IN MONROE’S EXPOSE ON LOOSH I.E. THAT LONELINESS MAKES THE BEST LOOSH (SEPARATION ENERGY) AND THAT SPACE (THE HOLY SPIRIT) WAS VERY VERY LONELY PRIOR TO THE ADVENT OF THE AETHERS DUE TO "I AM THAT I AM"

A NUMBER OF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN BACK TO THE TIME BEFORE CREATION IN MEDITATION, MYSELF INCLUDED - IT WAS AN ABIDING LONELINESS. IT FEELS LIKE THE VOID IS MUCH HAPPIER THESE DAYS.

THUS, WHEN THE AETHERS (I AM ...) STARTED FORMING SHE LOVED THEM VERY MUCH, WHICH IS THE ENERGY THAT MAKES THE LINES OF THE AETHERS - GOD IS LOVE.

THIS REPORT BY MONROE IS A SOLID CONFIRM FOR THE ROOT CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNIVERSE "LOVE" AS REPORTED IN "MIKE’S THEORY OF EVERYTHING".

THIS PLANET IS ONE OF THE LAST IN THE UNIVERSE THAT IS A NEXUS OF LOOSH / LONELINESS = THE BRAIN DAMAGE WE SEE DAY TO DAY, WHICH IS FIXING TO GO AWAY - NO MORE LOOSH.

IT IS ALSO CLEAR NOW - SINCE WE ARE ALL GOD’S CHOSEN CHILDREN THAT SHE IS GOING TO SAVE US.

Knowing how to think empowers you far beyond those who know only what to think.~ Neil Tyson
SNICKER - THIS IS TOO FUNNY